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School Demographics

School Type and Grades Served
(per MSID File) 2015-16 Title I School

2015-16 Economically
Disadvantaged (FRL) Rate
(as reported on Survey 3)

Middle School
6-8 Yes 71%

Primary Service Type
(per MSID File) Charter School

2018-19 Minority Rate
(Reported as Non-white

on Survey 2)

K-12 General Education No 54%

School Grades History

Year 2017-18 2014-15 2013-14 2012-13

Grade B B* B B

*Informational Baseline School Grade

Note: The school grades calculation was revised substantially for the 2014-15 school year to implement statutory changes
made by the 2014 Legislature and incorporate the new Florida Standards Assessments. The 2014-15 school grades serve
as informational baseline data that schools can use to improve in future years.

School Board Approval

This plan is pending approval by the St. Lucie County School Board.

SIP Authority and Template

Section 1001.42(18), Florida Statutes, requires district school boards to annually approve and require
implementation of a school improvement plan (SIP) for each school in the district.

The Florida Department of Education (FDOE) SIP template meets all statutory and rule requirements for
traditional public schools and incorporates all components required for schools receiving Title I funds. This
template is required by State Board of Education Rule 6A-1.099811, Florida Administrative Code, for all non-
charter schools with a current grade of D or F or a monitoring status of "Former F" (see page 4). For all other
schools, the district may use a template of its choosing. All districts must submit annual assurances that their
plans meet statutory requirements.

This document was prepared by school and district leadership using the Florida Department of Education’s
school improvement planning web application located at https://www.floridaCIMS.org.
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Purpose and Outline of the SIP
The SIP is intended to be the primary artifact used by every school with stakeholders to review data, set goals,
create an action plan and monitor progress. A corollary at the district level is the District Improvement and
Assistance Plan (DIAP), designed to help district leadership make the necessary connections between school
and district goals in order to align resources. The Florida Department of Education encourages schools to use
the SIP as a “living document” by continually updating, refining and using the plan to guide their work
throughout the year. This printed version represents the SIP as of the “Date Modified” listed in the footer.

Part I: Current School Status

Part I organizes the current status of the school around five domains inspired by the 5Essentials framework:
Supportive Environment, Family and Community Involvement, Effective Leadership, Public and Collaborative
Teaching, and Ambitious Instruction and Learning. Questions regarding the school’s Multi-Tiered System of
Supports have been embedded throughout this part to demonstrate how data is used by stakeholders to
understand the needs of all students and allocate appropriate resources in proportion to those needs.

Part II: Needs Assessment

Part II requires the school to review performance and early warning systems data in order to develop strategic
goals and associated data targets (i.e., “SMART goals”) for the coming school year in context of the school’s
greatest strengths and needs. An online tool was developed, which includes data visualizations and processing
questions to support problem identification, problem analysis and strategic goal formulation.

Part III: 8-Step Planning and Problem Solving for Implementation

Part III enables the school to develop implementation plans for its highest-priority goals. With the overview of
the current state of the school in mind and the strategic goals identified through the needs assessment, the
planning team engages in a facilitated planning and problem-solving process, through which they

• Define strategic goals and establish targets to be reached by successfully achieving the goals (Step 1)
• Identify barriers that could hinder achieving those goals and resources that could be used to eliminate

or reduce barriers (Step 2)
• Select high-priority barriers they want to address initially (Step 3)
• Design implementation and monitoring plans for strategies to resolve selected barriers (Steps 4-7)
• Determine how they will monitor progress toward each goal (Step 8)

Appendices

The following appendices, automatically-generated from content entered in Part III, are included in this
document:

• Appendix 1 is a timeline of all action steps and monitoring activities
• Appendix 2 is an outline of all professional development opportunities and technical assistance items
• Appendix 3 is a report of the budget needed to implement the strategies
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Differentiated Accountability
Florida’s Differentiated Accountability (DA) system, established in section 1008.33, Florida Statutes, is a
statewide network of strategic support, differentiated by need according to performance data, provided to
districts and schools in order to improve leadership capacity, teacher efficacy, and student outcomes. Through
a data-driven planning and problem-solving process, DA field teams collaborate with district leadership to
design, implement, and refine strategic goals and action plans that are documented in the SIP.

DA Regions

Florida’s DA network is divided into four geographical regions, each served by a field team led by a regional
executive director (RED).

DA Categories

At the start of each academic year, traditional schools are classified for DA support in three categories based
on the most recent school grades data available. Descriptions of each DA category along with the state
support and interventions provided are set forth by Rule 6A-1.099811, Florida Administrative Code:

• Not in DA – currently A, B, or C and not Monitoring Only; charter schools; ungraded schools
• Monitoring Only – currently A, B, or C that improved from a previous grade of F
• Focus – currently D
• Priority – currently F

DA Turnaround and Monitoring Statuses

Additionally, schools in DA may be subject to a turnaround status of “Planning” or “Implementing” or a
monitoring status of "Former F." These statuses are based on a school’s grades history, including the current
school grade:

• Former F - A school with a status of "Former F" requires the department to monitor the implementation
of strategies and progress toward the goals outlined in the school improvement plan for three years
following the school’s improvement from a grade of F to a C or higher.

• Planning - A school with a status of "Planning" requires the district to engage stakeholders in the
development of a turnaround option plan to be implemented in the following year should the school
grade not improve to a C or higher.

• Implementing - A school with a status of "Implementing" requires the district to submit a turnaround
plan to the State Board of Education for approval and implementation. A school remains in
“Implementing” status until its school grade improves to a C or higher.

2016-17 DA Category and Statuses for Southern Oaks Middle School

DA Region and RED DA Category and Turnaround Status

Southeast - LaShawn Russ-Porterfield Not In DA - N/A
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I. Part I: Current School Status

A. Supportive Environment

1. School Mission and Vision

a. Provide the school's mission statement.

To continuously improve student achievement through a focus on the success of each individual. Our
core business is the creation of challenging engaging and satisfying work for each student, every day.
Our goal is every student future ready.

b. Provide the school's vision statement.

Vision

Relationships
Relationships are a core value of the school. We demonstrate this value by:
* Making sure everyone feels welcomed and supported.
* Organizing ourselves into smaller teams to support students.
* Ensuring that every student feels recognized and connected. Personalization is key!
* Using collaborative instructional practices to develop strong, unified curriculum and instruction.
* Creating deliberate time for staff to collaborate, problem-solve and interact.
* Striving together to design high quality and academically rigorous work for students.
* Collaborating to consistently support student behavior.

High Expectations
* SOMS is a school with high expectations for motivating, engaging and preparing students to meet
high standards.
* There is fidelity to teaching to the standards, with clear expectations for all shareholders.
* Parents and teachers work together to hold their students accountable and “raise the bar” for all
students.

Beliefs
Collaborative Culture
Collaborative teaming and planning lead to mutual respect, good communication, and strong
relationships. People need to feel connected. Collaboration leads to strong instruction, consistent
curriculum, and efficient problem-solving.

World Class Education
A world class education requires equitable access to current resources and technology to provide
high quality instruction to students. Technology instruction should go beyond engagement and
entertainment, and be carefully utilized to enhance learning in science, technology, engineering, the
arts and mathematics.

Community of Leaders
We are creating future leaders. It takes a village to raise our students to strive for the best, think
critically and practice ethical-decision making. Teachers model behavior and monitor students as a
team.

Progressive Discipline
Realizing the needs of the student, clear consistent boundaries must be established. Consistent
progressive discipline, expecting the best behavior of students, creates a culture of success.
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Feedback
We have to give frequent feedback and teach students how to take ownership of their learning.
Frequent celebrations of success help students see the end results of their hard work and decisions.

2. School Environment

a. Describe the process by which the school learns about students' cultures and builds
relationships between teachers and students.

Southern Oaks Middle School builds and develops strong relationships between teachers and
students. We have an open door policy for all incoming and currents students and families. We host
an open house event specifically for incoming 6th graders every spring, providing a parents and
students the opportunity to meet and greet sixth grade teachers and administration in an informal and
casual format. Through out the school year, we continue building on these relationships through
several after school programs such as inter-mural sports, open gym, and tutoring. Teachers
communicate weekly with parents through the student planner, as well as through phone calls, and
email. Southern Oaks Middle School also hosts various events through out the school year that
allows students to explore and learn about their cultures as well as the culture s of their peers. These
events include a Multi Cultural Festival, a Renaissance Fair, History Fair, Science Fair, and Band
Concerts and various play productions. Also, the school will host a sixth and seventh grade student-
led conference wherein students will share their academic, social and behavioral goals with their
families with support from their teachers.

b. Describe how the school creates an environment where students feel safe and respected
before, during and after school.

Students feel safe and respected through out the school day at Southern Oaks Middle School. Before
school, students that arrive early can sign into the computer lab to work on class assignments,
complete research for various projects and to complete credit retrieval activities. Through out the day,
teachers and administrators are visible during class changes, in the cafeteria and in the classrooms.
At any time during the day, students are able to express any concerns to teachers, deans,
counselors, and administrators. After school activities are supervised by teachers.

c. Describe the schoolwide behavioral system in place that aids in minimizing distractions to
keep students engaged during instructional time. This may include, but is not limited to,
established protocols for disciplinary incidents, clear behavioral expectations, and training for
school personnel to ensure the system is fairly and consistently enforced.

To minimize interruptions during instructional time due to behavior, Southern Oaks Middle School has
established strong, clear expectations. These expectations are practiced with the students, while
establishing daily classroom and school routines, which are taught during the first week of school and
are reinforced through out the school year. When there is an infraction or disciplinary incident,
teachers must make contact with the student's parents to allow them the opportunity to address the
behavior before it becomes a major infraction of the St. Lucie Code of Conduct.
Teachers may request a Dean's Conference when they have a concern regarding a student's
behavior in an effort to intervene prior to the behavior escalating. The Deans will speak with the
student, identifying the cause for the behavior and develop a plan to improve the behavior. The
school has implemented a PBIS plan to promote positive pro-social behaviors.

d. Describe how the school ensures the social-emotional needs of all students are being met,
which may include providing counseling, mentoring and other pupil services.

The social-emotional needs of all students at Southern Oaks Middle School are very important. We
have two guidance counselors that are available to meet with students and parents to discuss any
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academic and emotional needs. We also have a full time counselor from Project SUCCESS on our
campus. This counselor begins each year, meeting with all teachers to explain her supports. She then
meets with all 7th grade students, discussing topics such as bullying and self esteem through a series
of class discussion activities.
Students and families that demonstrate a need for more intense supports are referred to various,
appropriate outside agencies that provide wrap around services. We will also be including activities to
support learning about cyber citizenship and cyberbully as a part of our social-emotional curriculum.

3. Early Warning Systems
The school's response to this section may be used to satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. Â§ 6314(b)(1)(B)(ii)(III),
(b)(1)(B)(iii)(I), and (b)(1)(I).

a. Describe the school's early warning system and provide a list of the early warning
indicators used in the system.

Early Warning System Data for the 2015-2016 school year: Southern Oaks Middle School has 153
students with attendance below 90%. Of these 153 students, 17 students are in 6th grade, 57
students are in 7th grade and 79 students are in 8th grade. Southern Oaks Middle School also has 99
students with one or more suspensions. Of these 99 students, 1 student is in 6th grade, 41 students
are in 7th grade and 57 students are in 8th grade. In addition, Southern Oaks Middle School has 70
student that failed a core class (ELA or Math). Of the 70 students, 5 students are in 6th grade, 39
students are in 7th grade and 26 students are in 8th grade. Last, Southern Oaks Middle School has
262 students that scored a level 1 the statewide assessment. Of the 262 students, 97 students are in
6th grade, 73 students are in 7th grade and 92 students are in 8th grade.

b. Provide the following data related to the school's early warning system

1. The number of students by grade level that exhibit each early warning indicator:

Grade Level
Indicator

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total

Attendance below 90 percent 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 57 79 0 0 0 0 153
One or more suspensions 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 41 57 0 0 0 0 99
Course failure in ELA or Math 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 39 26 0 0 0 0 70
Level 1 on statewide assessment 0 0 0 0 0 0 97 73 92 0 0 0 0 262

The number of students identified by the system as exhibiting two or more early warning
indicators:

Grade Level
Indicator

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total

Students exhibiting two or more indicators 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 72 90 0 0 0 0 200

c. Describe all intervention strategies employed by the school to improve the academic
performance of students identified by the early warning system.

Students that exhibit two or more early warning indicators are monitored by teachers, deans,
guidance, attendance clerk and administration through targeted problem-solving teams.

Student academic progress is analyzed after district progress monitoring assessments (I-Ready) and
district created unit assessments. Academic progress is monitored by all stakeholders, but teachers,
within their departments, will analyze class and student data, research best practices to improve
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standards-based instruction, and implement new, research-based strategies and interventions to
improve overall student performance. Through the implementation of our MTSS process,
administration will monitor the the fidelity of the action plans developed within each department.

Students with behavioral concerns are monitored by the deans, guidance counselors, ESE school-
based specialist and the school behavior tech. Those students that demonstrate a need for more
direct support are referred to the PST for a possible behavior plan/FBA. For those students that
demonstrate a need for targeted social skills support, participation in a weekly Second Step Social
Skills groups with the guidance counselor. Communication with parents through emails, phone calls
and conferences are on going.

The Attendance Clerk contacts parents when students have missed 5 days of school. After 10 missed
days, the parent is invited to school for an Attendance Meeting to discuss strategies to help improve
the student's attendance. If attendance does not improve, the student is referred to CINFINS as a part
of district procedure and policy for possible truancy. Communication with parents through emails,
phone calls and conferences are on going.

B. Family and Community Engagement
The school's response to this section may be used to satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. Â§ 6314(b)(1)(B)(iii)(I)(aa).

1. Describe how the school works at building positive relationships with families to increase
involvement, including efforts to communicate the school's mission and vision, and keep parents
informed of their child's progress.
Title I schools use the Parent Involvement Plan (PIP) to meet the requirements of 20 U.S.C. Â§ 6314(b)(1)(F).

a. Will the school use its PIP to satisfy this question?
Yes

1. PIP Link
The school completes a Parental Involvement Plan (PFEP), which is accessible through the
Continuous Improvement Management System (CIMS) at https://www.floridacims.org/documents/
305690.

2. Description
A PIP has been uploaded for this school or district - see the link above.

2. Describe the process by which the school builds and sustains partnerships with the local
community for the purpose of securing and utilizing resources to support the school and student
achievement.

Southern Oaks Middle School works collaboratively with businesses within our community to build and
sustain partnerships with them. These partnerships allows the school to recognize student performances
and gains. Partnerships include: St. James Publix, Giordano's Flowers, The Draft House, and the Olive
Garden.

C. Effective Leadership
The school's response to this section may be used to satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. Â§ 6314(b)(1)(H).

1. School Leadership Team

a. Membership
Identify the name, email address and position title for each member of the school leadership team.:
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Name Title
Hargadine, Bridgette Principal
Minarchick, Amber Assistant Principal

b. Duties

1. Describe the roles and responsibilities of the members, including how they serve as
instructional leaders and practice shared decision making.

Bridgette Hargadine, Principal, is responsible for creating and maintaining the culture of the school.
She collaborates with school based leaders to develop and implement professional development and
to provide instructional support.
Amber Minarchick, Assistant Principal, is responsible for support the culture of the school. She
collaborates with school based leaders to develop and implement professional development and
provide instructional support.
Jennifer Wick, Math Department Chair, is responsible for working with individual teachers to examine
available data from district, state and classroom assessments to identify areas of remediation and
extension. She models best practices and proven strategies that enhance and support instruction and
student achievement.
Maureen Davis, Science Department Chair, is responsible for working with individual teachers to
examine science date from district, state, and classroom assessments to identify areas of remediation
and extension. She will model best practices, SBQ's and proven strategies to enhance and support
instruction in Science.
Joann Conard, Reading teacher, will be responsible for working with Amber Minarchick to provide a
school wide literacy plan. She is also responsible for tier 2 and 3 interventions.
TBA English department chair, will be responsible for working with Amber Minarchick on the literacy
plan and providing support to all ELA teachers in collaborative planning, LBQ's and common
assessments.
Mr. Hibbard, Social Studies Department chair, will provide support to all civics teachers, for
collaborative planning, best instructional practices, and collaborative assessments and DBQ's.
Eddie Munoz, Dean, will be responsible for working to provide a strong RTIB program, PBIS program.
With his science and math leadership background, he will also provide support to both departments
during collaborative planning.
Samantha Carter, Dean will be responsible for working to provide a strong RTIA program.
Linda Guthart, Testing Coordinator and Data Coach, will provide support to all departments regarding
data on all assessments.
Troy Luckey, ESE Department Chair, will be responsible for co-leading MTSS Core team and
interventions for our ESE population.

2. Describe the process through which school leadership identifies and aligns all available
resources (e.g., personnel, instructional, curricular) in order to meet the needs of all students
and maximize desired student outcomes. Include the methodology for coordinating and
supplementing federal, state and local funds, services and programs. Provide the person(s)
responsible, frequency of meetings, how an inventory of resources is maintained and any
problem-solving activities used to determine how to apply resources for the highest impact.

School leadership reviews all available data FSA, EOC, common assessments, district assessments)
to identify areas of need and aligns available resources accordingly. Instructional leaders meet
monthly to review data and to collaborate on various strategies and interventions that will impact
student achievement. Title 1 funds are used to support before and after school tutoring programs for
level 1 and 2 students, intensive "instructional boot camps" for 8th grade Science, Algebra I and
Geometry reviews prior to key assessments. Funds are also used to provide in class, real time
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instructional support through out the day. Student progress is review with each progress monitoring
assessment.

2. School Advisory Council (SAC)

a. Membership
Identify the name and stakeholder group for each member of the SAC.:

Name Stakeholder Group
Angela Brimingham Parent
Kimberly Brewer Parent
Linda Haggerty Parent
Nikki Hart Parent
Michelle Johnson Parent
Karen Lane Business/Community
Hilda Miranda Parent
Pauline Pavlick Parent
JoAnn Conard Teacher
Maureen Davis Teacher
Beuletta Ann Dunshee Education Support Employee

b. Duties

1. Provide a description of the SAC's involvement with the following activities, as required by
section 1001.452(2), Florida Statutes

a. Evaluation of last year's school improvement plan

A review of last year's school improvement plan will occur during the first schedule School Advisory
Council meeting. Data from the 2015-2016 FSA, EOC assessments for Algebra, Geometry, Science
and Civics will be reviewed with the team. Discussion will focus on student learning gains as opposed
to levels of achievement since we do not know how the new state assessment will measure
achievement. The team will focus on learning gains since every child at every level will need to make
a learning gain on the new state assessment.

b. Development of this school improvement plan

We will review the available data and will identify areas of need within each department. They will
work together to identify strategies and interventions, professional development and resources.
Instructional leaders will meet to review the recommendations and needs from the departments to
create goals and strategies for the school improvement plan.Once the plan is developed, it will be
shared with the SAC team to obtain input and suggestions from parents and community members.

c. Preparation of the school's annual budget and plan

The school's annual budget and plan will be prepared by Ms Bridgette Hargadine, school principal.
She will take into consideration strategies and interventions that were the most effective for student
achievement based on trend data. The budget will include Title 1 funds, based on a plan approved by
the Title 1 Office of the St. Lucie County School Board.

2. Describe the use of school improvement funds allocated last year, including the amount
budgeted for each project.
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School Improvement funds from the 2015-2016 school year were used to support various activities
such as substitutes for instructional rounds, and collaborative planning, trainings, educational
technology resources, as well as to support students that participated in academic competitions at the
district and state level.

3. Verify that the school is in compliance with section 1001.452, Florida Statutes, regarding the
establishment requirements and duties of the SAC.
Yes

a. If the school is not in compliance, describe the measures being implemented to meet SAC
requirements.

3. Literacy Leadership Team (LLT)

a. Membership
Identify the name and position title for each member of the school-based LLT or similar group, if
applicable.:

Name Title
Minarchick, Amber Assistant Principal

b. Duties

1. Describe how the LLT or similar group promotes literacy within the school, if applicable.

Southern Oaks Middle School promotes literacy within the school through various instructional
activities. Students visit the media center monthly through their elective classes. Each content area
class has a leveled classroom library with various titles that are related to their content areas.
Seventh grade Civics classes will focus on using reading strategies within the content area to
strengthen reading skills and DBQ strategies. Science classrooms will also focused on literacy design
collaborative strategies and SBQ's. All classes use non fiction pieces through out their instruction.

D. Public and Collaborative Teaching
The school's response to this section may be used to satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. Â§ 6314(b)(1)(D).

1. Describe the school's strategies to encourage positive working relationships between
teachers, including collaborative planning and instruction.

Teachers at Southern Oaks Middle School participate in collaborative planning by department once a
week during their planning periods. They review classroom based assessment results, review the pacing
calendar to ensure that all team members are within the same lesson/standard. They also use this time
to problem solve specific needs of the students.
The Reading Instructional Support Teacher meet with the Civics department to provide reading
strategies and in class intervention ideas. Additionally, each department meets with the school Data
Coach bi-monthly to review instructional data and assessments and to develop common assessments.
Additional, teachers participate in lesson design study.

2. Describe the school's strategies to recruit, develop and retain highly qualified, certified-in-field,
effective teachers to the school.

Southern Oaks has 25 new staff members for the 2016-2017 school year. potential candidates were
reviewed and rated for educational background, level of experience, training, focus on student
relationships, educational technology experiences. First consideration is given to prospective teachers
that are certified in the appropriate areas.
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3. Describe the school's teacher mentoring program, including the rationale for pairings and
planned mentoring activities.

New teachers are paired with an experienced, high performing teacher within their content area and/or
grade. During the start of the school year, new teachers and mentees complete a check list of pre school
routine activities such as a school tour, instruction on Skyward, Performance Matters and other
electronic management systems. Through out the year, mentors and mentees will meet once a week to
discuss needs and concerns related to content. Once a month, new teachers will meet as a group with
the Assistant Principal to review the SLPS Framework for Quality Instruction and best practices.

E. Ambitious Instruction and Learning

1. Instructional Programs and Strategies

a. Instructional Programs

1. Describe how the school ensures its core instructional programs and materials are aligned
to Florida's standards.

Southern Oaks Middle School ensures that its core instructional programs and materials are aligned
to Florida's standards through collaborative planning and common assessments, use of district
established Scope and Sequence and Instructional Focus Calendars, use of district developed
Learning Scales and multiple administrative Instructional Rounds and observational Walk throughs.
Southern Oaks Middle School also uses the district developed Reading Plan and Math Plan when
considering materials for the core classes. A special emphasis on understanding the Depth of
Knowledge level of each standard will be a goal for developing teachers further and helping them
design precise lessons on the standards.

b. Instructional Strategies

1. Describe how the school uses data to provide and differentiate instruction to meet the
diverse needs of students. Provide examples of how instruction is modified or supplemented
to assist students having difficulty attaining the proficient or advanced level on state
assessments.

Southern Oaks Middle School uses data in all core classes to differentiate instruction to meet the
needs of all our students. Students are scheduled for ELA classes based on the Reading Decision
Tree of St. Lucie County. Students that are struggling in Reading are provided small group, intensive
reading class. Students that are on grade level participate in a 90 minute ELA Reading Block in 6th
grade and in 8th grade. In Seventh grade, students that are on grade level, participate in a 90 minute
Civics class with reading strategies infused through the curriculum. Reading and writing strategies are
reinforced through all of the core classes through the use of Interactive Science Notebooks (ISN),
Interactive Civics Notebooks (ICN), Interactive Math Notebooks (IMN) Document Based Questioning
(DBQ), and Literature Based Questioning (LBQ).
All students are Southern Oaks Middle School participate in a 90 minute block of Math daily. This
allows teachers to provide direct instruction to all students for part of the class and then small group
instruction for remediation or enrichment for the second part of the class.

2. Provide the following information for each strategy the school uses to increase the amount
and quality of learning time and help enrich and accelerate the curriculum:
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Strategy: After School Program
Minutes added to school year: 3,120

Targeted students work in small groups with identified teachers to reteach key skill and strategies.

Strategy Rationale

Teachers will provided targeted instruction to identified students to improve academic
performance in core classes.

Strategy Purpose(s)

• Core Academic Instruction

Person(s) responsible for monitoring implementation of the strategy
Hargadine, Bridgette, bridgette.hargadine@stlucieschools.org
Data that is or will be collected and how it is analyzed to determine effectiveness of the
strategy

The effectiveness of the strategy will be monitored through classroom based assessments,
grades, teacher observations and student participation in class and the after school program. This
will be monitored through bimonthly MTSS meetings (RTIA and MTSS Core Team Meetings).

Strategy: Before School Program
Minutes added to school year: 2,340

Targeted students work in small groups with identified teachers to reteach key skill and strategies.

Strategy Rationale

Teachers will provided targeted instruction to identified students to improve academic
performance in core classes.

Strategy Purpose(s)

• Core Academic Instruction

Person(s) responsible for monitoring implementation of the strategy
Hargadine, Bridgette, bridgette.hargadine@stlucieschools.org
Data that is or will be collected and how it is analyzed to determine effectiveness of the
strategy

The effectiveness of the strategy will be monitored through classroom based assessments,
grades, teacher observations and student participation in class and the before school program.
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Strategy: Weekend Program
Minutes added to school year: 1,920

Students will participate in an academic boot camp prior to state assessments.

Strategy Rationale

Teachers will work with students in small groups prior to state assessments to provide additional
strategies and interventions on targeted skills.

Strategy Purpose(s)

• Core Academic Instruction

• Enrichment

Person(s) responsible for monitoring implementation of the strategy
Hargadine, Bridgette, bridgette.hargadine@stlucieschools.org
Data that is or will be collected and how it is analyzed to determine effectiveness of the
strategy

The effectiveness of the strategy will be monitored through classroom based assessments,
grades, teacher observations and student participation in class and the weekend program.

2. Student Transition and Readiness

a. PreK-12 Transition
The school's response to this question may be used to satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. Â§ 6314(b)(1)(G).

1. Describe the strategies the school employs to support incoming and outgoing cohorts of
students in transition from one school level to another.

As students being to transition from Southern Oaks Middle School to high school, they meet with their
guidance counselor to identify classes required as freshmen in high school prior to meeting with the
high school counselors to complete scheduling for their Freshman year. The guidance counselors
also meet with parents individually to address any concerns or questions prior to scheduling classes
for high school.
To prepare students for the transition from elementary school to Southern Oaks Middle, the students
and their families are invited to attend an Open House/ Middle School Exploration night. Students and
families are encouraged to come to Southern Oaks and tour the campus, meet teachers and
administration and select their elective class for the following year.

b. College and Career Readiness

1. Describe the strategies the school uses to advance college and career awareness, which
may include establishing partnerships with business, industry or community organizations.

2. Identify the career and technical education programs available to students and industry
certifications that may be earned through those respective programs.

We offer a critical thinking course in robotics, as well as a computer applications course. These are
considered CIW courses.

3. Describe efforts the school has taken to integrate career and technical education with
academic courses (e.g., industrial biotechnology) to support student achievement.
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4. Describe strategies for improving student readiness for the public postsecondary level
based on annual analysis of the High School Feedback Report, as required by section
1008.37(4), Florida Statutes.

We are aggressively identifying students for placement in CIW courses, earning industry certification.
We are also scheduling all 8th grade students above level three to be placed in Algebra 1. All 7th
graders level 4 and above will be placed in Algebra 1. Furthermore, all 7th grade ESOL students who
speak Spanish have been given a Spanish 1 elective. The goal is to prepare this group of students to
be able to take IB/AP/AICE Spanish by the time they reach high school, alongside other Level 4-5
students in 8th grade Spanish 1.

II. Needs Assessment
The school's completion of this section may satisfy the requirements of 20 U.S.C. Â§ 6314(b)(1)(A).

A. Problem Identification

1. Data to Support Problem Identification

b. Data Uploads
Data uploads are not required by the Florida Department of Education but are offered as a tool for the
needs assessment. In this section, the school may upload files of locally available data charts and
graphs being used as evidence of need.
The following documents were submitted as evidence for this section:

No files were uploaded

2. Problem Identification Summary
This section is not required by the Florida Department of Education but is provided as an opportunity for
the school to summarize the points of strength and areas of need that have been identified in the data.

The school has done a tremendous job improving civics scores to 82% passing, high achievement in
Algebra and Geometry. The school made learning gains in every subject. Our ELA program needs to
focus on standards-based instruction in every grade level. We need to focus on acceleration planning as
well.

B. Problem Analysis Summary
This section is not required by the Florida Department of Education but is provided as an opportunity for the
school to summarize the underlying "why"Â? or root causes for the areas of need identified in the data, as
determined by situational awareness of, and research conducted by, the stakeholders involved in the needs
assessment.

SOMS ELA program has not followed the scope and sequence and implemented standards-based
instruction with fidelity. There is a lack of a broad wheelhouse of tools for implementing standards-based
instruction in every subject, including best practices in technology. We need to use the MTSS model with
fidelity to improve learning gains in every level and subject.

C. Strategic Goals
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SOMS will target inclusive practices in the classroom and school culture, using best practices.

SOMS will implement best practices in standards-based instruction through educational
technology.

Implement with fidelity, standards-based instruction supported by professional development, the
use of data to guide instruction, and collaborative planning practices.

School Improvement Goals
The following key is intended to help readers understand how the sections of this document correspond to the
steps of the 8-step planning and problem-solving framework used in the School Improvement Plan. The Quick
Key numbers can help registered users go directly to the point of entry for any given goal, barrier and strategy
within the online survey.

Problem Solving Key

G = Goal B =
Barrier S = Strategy

1 = Problem Solving Step S123456 = Quick Key

Strategic Goals Summary

G1.

G2.

G3.

Strategic Goals Detail
For each strategic goal, this section lists the associated targets (i.e., “SMART goals”), targeted barriers to
achieving the goal, resources available to help reduce or eliminate the barriers, and the plan for monitoring
progress toward the goal.
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G1. SOMS will target inclusive practices in the classroom and school culture, using best practices. 1a

G084795

Targets Supported 1b

Indicator Annual Target
Effective Teachers (Performance Rating) 80.0

Targeted Barriers to Achieving the Goal 3

• Our school needs professional development to use best practices in inclusion, and use MTSS
data to design small group differentiated instruction to meet the needs of all learners, and in
particular, our students with disabilities. (BPIE Indicator #14_

• Our teachers report a lack of understanding and strategies for working with students from high
poverty backgrounds.

• Many of our students require more time on task in order to become proficient in standards. They
may also require a structured setting to complete homework in. They may not have access to
technology at home.

Resources Available to Help Reduce or Eliminate the Barriers 2

• Eric Jensen's Book: Engaging with Poverty in Mind Title I funding support

Plan to Monitor Progress Toward G1. 8

Gallup Survey Data, Parent Survey Data, learning gains data at every level and including ESE and
ESOL.-- bimonthly through MTSS Core Team, RTIAand B, and Department Problem-Solving

Person Responsible
Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule
On 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion
Learning gains data.
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G2. SOMS will implement best practices in standards-based instruction through educational technology.
1a

G084796

Targets Supported 1b

Indicator Annual Target
Writing Achievement District Assessment 5.0
FSA Mathematics Achievement 5.0
Statewide Science Assessment Achievement 5.0
Civics EOC Pass 5.0

Targeted Barriers to Achieving the Goal 3

• There is a lack of understanding of the resources and skills to implement standards-based
instruction using educational technology best practices as outlined by the SAM-R model.

• There is a lack of resources for projectors and projecting devices to help model metacognition in
the graduation release mode for ELA and Math.

Resources Available to Help Reduce or Eliminate the Barriers 2

• Four instructional technology coaches have been identified who will lead professional
development in infusing technology into standards-based instruction. Title I monies will be
allocated to provide ELA and math teachers with digital pens for projection, and some additional
projectors, up to and including interactive boards.

Plan to Monitor Progress Toward G2. 8

The administrative team will monitor progress through walk-through data demonstrating use of
educational technology, and teacher survey data.

Person Responsible
Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule
On 5/31/2017

Evidence of Completion
Collected data on Element 46 in the Marzano Framework will be collated. Also, teacher survey
data will be included in the analysis.
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G3. Implement with fidelity, standards-based instruction supported by professional development, the use of
data to guide instruction, and collaborative planning practices. 1a

G084797

Targets Supported 1b

Indicator Annual Target
Civics EOC Pass 5.0
Math Gains 5.0
ELA/Reading Gains 5.0
Statewide Science Assessment Achievement 5.0

Targeted Barriers to Achieving the Goal 3

• Lack of Professional Development for teaching staff.

• Lack of teacher understanding of content limits, DOK, test item specs and the instructional
sequence calenders.

Resources Available to Help Reduce or Eliminate the Barriers 2

• Weekly Collaborative planning by department and grade level.

• Professional development on educational technology.

• Infusing technology into standards-based instruction using the collaborative planning model.

• Professional development on standards- based instruction by subject area.

• Coaching and mentoring on lesson plan design, through administrative monitoring and
feedback.

• Coaching and organizing the MTSS team to more frequently monitor and address student
progress academically and behaviorially.

Plan to Monitor Progress Toward G3. 8

Through out the year, common assessments and data and classroom observation data will be collected
to determine progress towards meeting this goal. Also learning gains evidence in FSA and EOC testing
will be evaluated.

Person Responsible
Amber Minarchick

Schedule
Weekly, from 8/17/2015 to 5/30/2016

Evidence of Completion
Lesson plans, collaboration calendars, data sheets and notes,and common assessments will be
used to monitor progress towards this goal.
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Action Plan for Improvement
For each strategy selected in the plan to reduce a targeted barrier to a strategic goal, this section lists the
rationale for that strategy (i.e., why the school believes it will reduce the barrier) and the action steps that have
been identified as necessary to implementing the strategy, including details such as the point person, timing
and duration, and evidence of completion. At the end of each set of action steps is the plan for monitoring the
implementation and effectiveness of the respective strategy.

Problem Solving Key

G = Goal B =
Barrier S = Strategy

1 = Problem Solving Step S123456 = Quick Key

G1. SOMS will target inclusive practices in the classroom and school culture, using best practices. 1

G084795

G1.B1 Our school needs professional development to use best practices in inclusion, and use MTSS data
to design small group differentiated instruction to meet the needs of all learners, and in particular, our
students with disabilities. (BPIE Indicator #14_ 2

B225458

G1.B1.S1 Professional development to address IEP accommodation and differentiation strategies during
collaborative planning will take place. 4

S237863

Strategy Rationale

Using data and best practices, by strengthening teacher understanding of ESE requirements for
lesson planning and accommodations, and learning about high yield strategies, we can effectively
target achievement levels for SWD.

Action Step(s) Missing for Goal #1, Barrier #1, Strategy #1
Complete one or more action steps for this Strategy or de-

select it

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B1.S1 6

ESE specialists and MTSS team will monitor student progress, along with IEP reviews to
determine fiedlity of implementation.

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

Monthly, from 9/23/2016 to 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

IEP meeting notes, walkthrough data, MTSS achievement data.
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B1.S1 7

IEP review, teacher reports for each student who is ESE.

Person Responsible

Schedule

Annually, from 9/1/2016 to 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

I Ready data, Unify Assessments, teacher lesson plans.

G1.B4 Our teachers report a lack of understanding and strategies for working with students from high
poverty backgrounds. 2

B225461

G1.B4.S1 Through professional development during half days and full day PD days, teachers will
receive Eric Jensen's book, "Engaging with Poverty in Mind." We will read the book as a staff, receiving
additional training in strategies to use int he classroom and connect this learning to School Efficacy
Strategies. 4

S237864

Strategy Rationale

Jensen's research will help our staff connect with all of our students in a more inclusive
atmosphere with specific instructional strategies and professional attitudes.

Action Step 1 5

Through professional development the entire staff will read, discuss and implement strategies from
Eric Jensen's Engaging with Poverty in Mind.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Quarterly, from 9/23/2016 to 5/24/2017

Evidence of Completion

Staff will receive copies of books, agendas.
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B4.S1 6

Review agendas and presentation materials, see implementation of strategies in collaborative
planning and MTSS problem-solving teams.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Evidence of Completion

Surveys, agendas, artifacts, notes, action steps.

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B4.S1 7

We will review learning gains data, FRL versus Non-FRL.

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

Triannually, from 12/19/2016 to 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

learning gains data in math, ELA.
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G1.B5 Many of our students require more time on task in order to become proficient in standards. They
may also require a structured setting to complete homework in. They may not have access to technology at
home. 2

B225462

G1.B5.S1 Before and After School homework help and tutorials in ELA, math, science and STEAM. 4

S237865

Strategy Rationale

By providing a structured environment with more time on task, students will complete more
homework and school work, and spend more time meeting the standards, with access to
technology.

Action Step 1 5

Using Title I funds, our teachers will develop before and after school programs targeting the
bottom quartile specifically, as well as access for all children. The programs will target enrichment
and remediation activities in: ELA, Math, Science, Civics, Project Citizen and History Fair, and
STEAM activities to include integrated math/science experiences in STEM, and music and math
integrated experiences.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Biweekly, from 9/2/2016 to 5/5/2017

Evidence of Completion

Sign IN Sheets for students, graphing students gains versus nonattenders.

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B5.S1 6

MTSS Team will review the progress of students in the program.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

On 5/1/2017

Evidence of Completion

Grades, Attendance of attenders versus non attenders, number of attenders.
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B5.S1 7

We can also track the time students spend on I-Ready in math and ELA, to see if time on task
learning standards has increased.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

On 4/30/2017

Evidence of Completion

I Ready Reports, Grades, Attendance

G1.B5.S2 Title I Gamer Club once a week. 4

S237866

Strategy Rationale

The club requires that students be at school Mon-Thursday with no absences. The club includes
15 additional minutes of I-Ready math practice. The goal is to incentivize attendance, increase
time on I-Ready and Math, and practice math and spatial skills in a gaming setting. This will also
give the Club Sponsor a chance to monitor student progress weekly.

Action Step 1 5

Plan the club, set up a Gamers room, accepting donations for games in math, reading, classical
gaming and video gaming. The students will meet once a week minimum, with tournaments
planned to incentivize attendance further throughout the year.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

On 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

attendance and planning documents.
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G1.B5.S2 6

Principal will review attendance and data to support program.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

On 5/26/2017

Evidence of Completion

Attendance of attendees versus nonattendees, Iready data for students monthly in math.

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G1.B5.S2 7

MTSS Core Team will review Gamer Attendance Data and Math I Ready Scores

Person Responsible

Schedule

Evidence of Completion

Attendance and I Ready scores in Math.
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G2. SOMS will implement best practices in standards-based instruction through educational technology. 1

G084796

G2.B1 There is a lack of understanding of the resources and skills to implement standards-based
instruction using educational technology best practices as outlined by the SAM-R model. 2

B225463

G2.B1.S1 Professional Development for teachers during half days and full days on One Note and One
Drive. 4

S237867

Strategy Rationale

Increase teacher efficiency in communication, teach students how to use One Note to save work,
provide evidence of meeting the standards.

Action Step 1 5

Professional Development on ONe Note and One Drive

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

Quarterly, from 8/31/2016 to 6/30/2017

Evidence of Completion

All teachers will successfully use One Note to design lesson plans and understand how to
collaborate with teachers and students using One Drive.

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G2.B1.S1 6

This will be monitored through monthly lesson plans and collaborative planning notes.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Monthly, from 9/1/2016 to 6/30/2017

Evidence of Completion

Lesson plans, collaborative planning notes, One Note Pages, teacher survey.
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G2.B1.S1 7

Teachers will indicate in practice and survey a level of confidence and competence using One
Drive and One Note.

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

On 5/31/2017

Evidence of Completion

Teacher TIMS Survey.

G2.B1.S3 Teach in professional developing using applications such as Kahoot, Remind, and Go-
Formative to create assessment environments online. 4

S237869

Strategy Rationale

Teachers need to develop quick data assessment tools for monitoring student progress.

Action Step 1 5

The school will use provided half days and full days for professional development to implement
key education strategies into collaborative lesson design and planning.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Weekly, from 9/1/2016 to 5/31/2017

Evidence of Completion

Lesson Plans and group collaborative plans.
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G2.B1.S3 6

Lesson Plans will be reviewed by administration,walk through data will indicate an increase in the
use of element 46.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

On 6/30/2017

Evidence of Completion

Lesson Plans, Meeting Notes, Classroom Walkthrough Data.

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G2.B1.S3 7

We should see an increase in the amount of technology being used in the classroom.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Monthly, from 9/1/2016 to 6/30/2017

Evidence of Completion

Lesson plans, walkthroughs, meeting notes and survey data.
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G2.B1.S4 IMplement professional development for HMH COllections and its HRW component. Teachers
are less familiar with the material. 4

S237870

Strategy Rationale

The goal is to ensure all teachers are fluent in Collections and its online book for students and
teachers, to be utilize our ELA resources and assessments.

Action Step 1 5

Provide district led training in the use of Collections and its online components.

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

Evidence of Completion

Teachers will effectively teach to the required instructional sequence calendar and with the
required resources online.

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G2.B1.S4 6

Administration will monitor lesson plans and meeting collaboration notes, and review walkthrough
data and formal observation data.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Weekly, from 8/31/2016 to 6/30/2017

Evidence of Completion

Lesson plans, I-Observation Data, Meeting Notes
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G2.B1.S4 7

Weekly review of instructional sequence calendar and lesson plans to ensure fidelity to the
required curriculum. Using online resources.

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

Weekly, from 8/8/2016 to 6/1/2017

Evidence of Completion

Administration notes in I Observation, Formal Observation Notes, lesson plan artifacts.

G2.B2 There is a lack of resources for projectors and projecting devices to help model metacognition in the
graduation release mode for ELA and Math. 2

B225464

G2.B2.S1 Purchase digi-pens and train teachers on their use. 4

S237871

Strategy Rationale

In order to improve problem-solving skills in reading, writing, and math, teachers will use the
gradual release model to demonstrate metacognition strategies and other thinking strategies for
problem-solving.

Action Step 1 5

Purchase digipens, projectors and devices and train identified ELA and math teachers in their use.

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

On 12/16/2016

Evidence of Completion

Purchase and inclusion in lesson planning.
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G2.B2.S1 6

Teacher technology survey and walkthrough data will be analyzed.

Person Responsible

Schedule

Evidence of Completion

Teacher survey will be reviewed. Also, walkthrough data related to element 46 in ELA and
math teacher data.

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G2.B2.S1 7

We have four technology coaches who will assist teachers in planning and delivery.

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

On 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

Walkthrough data, technology coach feedback.
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G3. Implement with fidelity, standards-based instruction supported by professional development, the use of
data to guide instruction, and collaborative planning practices. 1

G084797

G3.B1 Lack of Professional Development for teaching staff. 2

B225465

G3.B1.S1 Ensure that weekly collaborative planning sessions occur and are meaningful and purposeful.
Protect the time from interruptions and ensure that all teachers participate. 4

S237872

Strategy Rationale

Uninterrupted time will allow teachers to plan collaboratively as a department and as a grade level
to develop common assessments and lesson plans/activities.

Action Step 1 5

Teachers will participate in weekly collaborative planning sessions to develop common
assessments, lesson plans and activities and to review classroom based assessments data.

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

Weekly, from 8/15/2016 to 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

Evidence collected to demonstrate completion of this strategy will include common
assessments, data from common assessments, teacher input, lesson plans and grades.

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G3.B1.S1 6

Administration will participate in a collaborative planning session once a month to monitor the
implementation of this strategy and to provide guidance, support and direction through out the
year.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/20/2014 to 6/3/2015

Evidence of Completion

Evidence collected to demonstrate that the action plan is being implemented with fidelity
include classroom observation data, common assessments, collaborative planning calendar
and training sessions notes.
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G3.B1.S1 7

Administration will monitor and support the effectiveness of this strategy through observations,
classroom visits by other teachers, and protection of collaboration time.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Weekly, from 8/15/2016 to 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

Lesson plans, collaboration calendars and observation data will be collected to monitor the
effectiveness of this strategy.

G3.B1.S2 Provide training in Thinking Maps to all teachers. New teachers will recieve Year One
Training. Returning teachers will receive Year Two training. 4

S237873

Strategy Rationale

The use of thinking maps in deliberate planning, has a high effect size on student learning.

Action Step 1 5

All teachers will be trainined in Thinking Maps on Feb 3 in a full day training.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

On 2/3/2017

Evidence of Completion

Walkthrough data as it relates to using graphic organizers.
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G3.B1.S2 6

Walkthrough data will be collected, and monitoring of lesson plans to include thinking maps.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

On 6/30/2017

Evidence of Completion

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G3.B1.S2 7

Walkthrough data will be collected by the administrative team.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Monthly, from 2/3/2017 to 5/31/2017

Evidence of Completion

Walkthrough data regarding graphic organizers.
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G3.B1.S3 Professional development for leadership team from ASCD and Model School Conferences
reviewing best practices for middle school. 4

S237874

Strategy Rationale

The admin team is new the middle school and needs examples of best practices in instruction and
program design from the national and state level.

Action Step 1 5

Adminstrative team will attend ASCD Conference and Model Schools Conference. They will also
attend monthly meetings of leadership teams for professional development at the St. Lucie County
SChool Board.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/15/2016 to 6/30/2017

Evidence of Completion

Attendance at each required professional development and two conferences.

Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G3.B1.S3 6

Attendance through ERO and agendas from conferences will be reviewed by the principal.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

On 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

Attendance, and agendras.
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Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G3.B1.S3 7

Admin team will evaluate the learning and resources they have available to provide instructional
leadership.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

On 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

Feedback at admin team meetings.

G3.B3 Lack of teacher understanding of content limits, DOK, test item specs and the instructional sequence
calenders. 2

B225467

G3.B3.S2 The development of a strong MTSS system implemented with fidelity. 4

S237876

Strategy Rationale

This will support the use of data to design instruction and provide informed collaborative planning.

Action Step 1 5

We will implement a strong model of MTSS with a focus on teacher effectiveness teaching content
limits, DOK levels, test item specs and instructional sequence calendars.

Person Responsible

Bridgette Hargadine

Schedule

Every 3 Weeks, from 8/15/2016 to 6/30/2017

Evidence of Completion

QUarterly MTSS Newsletter and Report, Weekly Data Chat information with each
department.
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Plan to Monitor Fidelity of Implementation of G3.B3.S2 6

All notes from RTI A, RTIB will be reviewed quarterly by a MTSS Core team.

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

Semiannually, from 8/31/2016 to 6/30/2017

Evidence of Completion

Student data on each standard, learning gains data, MTSS intervention data. Professional
Development agendas.

Plan to Monitor Effectiveness of Implementation of G3.B3.S2 7

The district MTSS specialist will help the SOMS team with oversight of the MTSS process.

Person Responsible

Amber Minarchick

Schedule

On 6/2/2017

Evidence of Completion

MTSS Quarterly Reports, SAPSI
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IV. Implementation Timeline

Source Task, Action Step or Monitoring
Activity Who

Start Date
(where

applicable)

Deliverable or Evidence of
Completion

Due Date/End
Date

2017

G1.B4.S1.MA1
M314026

Review agendas and presentation
materials, see implementation of
strategies in collaborative...

Hargadine,
Bridgette

No Start
Date

Surveys, agendas, artifacts, notes,
action steps.

No End Date
one-time

G2.B2.S1.MA1
M314039

Teacher technology survey and
walkthrough data will be analyzed.

No Start
Date

Teacher survey will be reviewed. Also,
walkthrough data related to element 46
in ELA and math teacher data.

No End Date
one-time

G1.B5.S2.MA1
M314029

MTSS Core Team will review Gamer
Attendance Data and Math I Ready
Scores

No Start
Date

Attendance and I Ready scores in
Math.

No End Date
one-time

G2.B1.S4.A1
A307710

Provide district led training in the use of
Collections and its online components. Minarchick, Amber 9/1/2016

Teachers will effectively teach to the
required instructional sequence
calendar and with the required
resources online.

No End Date
one-time

G3.B1.S1.MA1
M314042

Administration will participate in a
collaborative planning session once a
month to monitor the...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 8/20/2014

Evidence collected to demonstrate that
the action plan is being implemented
with fidelity include classroom
observation data, common
assessments, collaborative planning
calendar and training sessions notes.

6/3/2015
monthly

G3.MA1
M314049

Through out the year, common
assessments and data and classroom
observation data will be collected...

Minarchick, Amber 8/17/2015

Lesson plans, collaboration calendars,
data sheets and notes,and common
assessments will be used to monitor
progress towards this goal.

5/30/2016
weekly

G2.B2.S1.A1
A307711

Purchase digipens, projectors and
devices and train identified ELA and
math teachers in their use.

Minarchick, Amber 9/9/2016 Purchase and inclusion in lesson
planning.

12/16/2016
one-time

G3.B1.S2.A1
A307713

All teachers will be trainined in Thinking
Maps on Feb 3 in a full day training.

Hargadine,
Bridgette 2/3/2017 Walkthrough data as it relates to using

graphic organizers.
2/3/2017
one-time

G1.B5.S1.MA1
M314027

We can also track the time students
spend on I-Ready in math and ELA, to
see if time on task...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/17/2016 I Ready Reports, Grades, Attendance 4/30/2017

one-time

G1.B5.S1.MA1
M314028

MTSS Team will review the progress of
students in the program.

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/2/2016

Grades, Attendance of attenders
versus non attenders, number of
attenders.

5/1/2017
one-time

G1.B5.S1.A1
A307706

Using Title I funds, our teachers will
develop before and after school
programs targeting the...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/2/2016 Sign IN Sheets for students, graphing

students gains versus nonattenders.
5/5/2017
biweekly

G1.B4.S1.A1
A307705

Through professional development the
entire staff will read, discuss and
implement strategies from...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/23/2016 Staff will receive copies of books,

agendas.
5/24/2017
quarterly

G1.B5.S2.MA1
M314030

Principal will review attendance and
data to support program.

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/16/2016

Attendance of attendees versus
nonattendees, Iready data for students
monthly in math.

5/26/2017
one-time

G2.MA1
M314040

The administrative team will monitor
progress through walk-through data
demonstrating use of...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/1/2016

Collected data on Element 46 in the
Marzano Framework will be collated.
Also, teacher survey data will be
included in the analysis.

5/31/2017
one-time

G2.B1.S1.MA1
M314032

Teachers will indicate in practice and
survey a level of confidence and
competence using One Drive...

Minarchick, Amber 9/1/2016 Teacher TIMS Survey. 5/31/2017
one-time

G3.B1.S2.MA1
M314043

Walkthrough data will be collected by
the administrative team.

Hargadine,
Bridgette 2/3/2017 Walkthrough data regarding graphic

organizers.
5/31/2017
monthly

G2.B1.S3.A1
A307709

The school will use provided half days
and full days for professional
development to implement key...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/1/2016 Lesson Plans and group collaborative

plans.
5/31/2017

weekly
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Source Task, Action Step or Monitoring
Activity Who

Start Date
(where

applicable)

Deliverable or Evidence of
Completion

Due Date/End
Date

G2.B1.S4.MA1
M314036

Weekly review of instructional
sequence calendar and lesson plans to
ensure fidelity to the...

Minarchick, Amber 8/8/2016
Administration notes in I Observation,
Formal Observation Notes, lesson plan
artifacts.

6/1/2017
weekly

G1.MA1
M314031

Gallup Survey Data, Parent Survey
Data, learning gains data at every level
and including ESE and...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/16/2016 Learning gains data. 6/2/2017

one-time

G1.B1.S1.MA1
M314023

IEP review, teacher reports for each
student who is ESE. 9/1/2016 I Ready data, Unify Assessments,

teacher lesson plans.
6/2/2017
annually

G1.B1.S1.MA1
M314024

ESE specialists and MTSS team will
monitor student progress, along with
IEP reviews to determine...

Minarchick, Amber 9/23/2016 IEP meeting notes, walkthrough data,
MTSS achievement data.

6/2/2017
monthly

G1.B4.S1.MA1
M314025

We will review learning gains data, FRL
versus Non-FRL. Minarchick, Amber 12/19/2016 learning gains data in math, ELA. 6/2/2017

triannually

G2.B2.S1.MA1
M314038

We have four technology coaches who
will assist teachers in planning and
delivery.

Minarchick, Amber 10/28/2016 Walkthrough data, technology coach
feedback.

6/2/2017
one-time

G3.B1.S1.MA1
M314041

Administration will monitor and support
the effectiveness of this strategy
through observations,...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 8/15/2016

Lesson plans, collaboration calendars
and observation data will be collected
to monitor the effectiveness of this
strategy.

6/2/2017
weekly

G3.B1.S1.A1
A307712

Teachers will participate in weekly
collaborative planning sessions to
develop common assessments,...

Minarchick, Amber 8/15/2016

Evidence collected to demonstrate
completion of this strategy will include
common assessments, data from
common assessments, teacher input,
lesson plans and grades.

6/2/2017
weekly

G1.B5.S2.A1
A307707

Plan the club, set up a Gamers room,
accepting donations for games in math,
reading, classical...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/2/2016 attendance and planning documents. 6/2/2017

one-time

G3.B3.S2.MA1
M314047

The district MTSS specialist will help
the SOMS team with oversight of the
MTSS process.

Minarchick, Amber 8/15/2016 MTSS Quarterly Reports, SAPSI 6/2/2017
one-time

G3.B1.S3.MA1
M314045

Admin team will evaluate the learning
and resources they have available to
provide instructional...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 8/15/2016 Feedback at admin team meetings. 6/2/2017

one-time

G3.B1.S3.MA1
M314046

Attendance through ERO and agendas
from conferences will be reviewed by
the principal.

Hargadine,
Bridgette 8/1/2016 Attendance, and agendras. 6/2/2017

one-time

G2.B1.S1.MA1
M314033

This will be monitored through monthly
lesson plans and collaborative planning
notes.

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/1/2016

Lesson plans, collaborative planning
notes, One Note Pages, teacher
survey.

6/30/2017
monthly

G2.B1.S1.A1
A307708

Professional Development on ONe
Note and One Drive Minarchick, Amber 8/31/2016

All teachers will successfully use One
Note to design lesson plans and
understand how to collaborate with
teachers and students using One
Drive.

6/30/2017
quarterly

G3.B1.S2.MA1
M314044

Walkthrough data will be collected, and
monitoring of lesson plans to include
thinking maps.

Hargadine,
Bridgette 2/3/2017 6/30/2017

one-time

G3.B3.S2.MA1
M314048

All notes from RTI A, RTIB will be
reviewed quarterly by a MTSS Core
team.

Minarchick, Amber 8/31/2016

Student data on each standard,
learning gains data, MTSS intervention
data. Professional Development
agendas.

6/30/2017
semiannually

G3.B3.S2.A1
A307715

We will implement a strong model of
MTSS with a focus on teacher
effectiveness teaching content...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 8/15/2016

QUarterly MTSS Newsletter and
Report, Weekly Data Chat information
with each department.

6/30/2017
every-3-weeks

G2.B1.S3.MA1
M314034

We should see an increase in the
amount of technology being used in the
classroom.

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/1/2016 Lesson plans, walkthroughs, meeting

notes and survey data.
6/30/2017
monthly
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Source Task, Action Step or Monitoring
Activity Who

Start Date
(where

applicable)

Deliverable or Evidence of
Completion

Due Date/End
Date

G2.B1.S3.MA1
M314035

Lesson Plans will be reviewed by
administration,walk through data will
indicate an increase in the...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 9/1/2016 Lesson Plans, Meeting Notes,

Classroom Walkthrough Data.
6/30/2017
one-time

G3.B1.S3.A1
A307714

Adminstrative team will attend ASCD
Conference and Model Schools
Conference. They will also attend...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 8/15/2016

Attendance at each required
professional development and two
conferences.

6/30/2017
monthly

G2.B1.S4.MA1
M314037

Administration will monitor lesson plans
and meeting collaboration notes, and
review walkthrough...

Hargadine,
Bridgette 8/31/2016 Lesson plans, I-Observation Data,

Meeting Notes
6/30/2017

weekly
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V. Professional Development Opportunities

Professional development opportunities identified in the SIP as action steps to achieve the school's goals.

G1. SOMS will target inclusive practices in the classroom and school culture, using best practices.

G1.B4 Our teachers report a lack of understanding and strategies for working with students from high
poverty backgrounds.

G1.B4.S1 Through professional development during half days and full day PD days, teachers will
receive Eric Jensen's book, "Engaging with Poverty in Mind." We will read the book as a staff, receiving
additional training in strategies to use int he classroom and connect this learning to School Efficacy
Strategies.

PD Opportunity 1

Through professional development the entire staff will read, discuss and implement strategies from
Eric Jensen's Engaging with Poverty in Mind.

Facilitator

Bridgette Hargadine

Participants

Entire teaching staff

Schedule

Quarterly, from 9/23/2016 to 5/24/2017
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G2. SOMS will implement best practices in standards-based instruction through educational technology.

G2.B1 There is a lack of understanding of the resources and skills to implement standards-based
instruction using educational technology best practices as outlined by the SAM-R model.

G2.B1.S1 Professional Development for teachers during half days and full days on One Note and One
Drive.

PD Opportunity 1

Professional Development on ONe Note and One Drive

Facilitator

Eddie Munoz, Amber Minarchick, Jessica Feuerstein

Participants

All Staff

Schedule

Quarterly, from 8/31/2016 to 6/30/2017

G2.B1.S3 Teach in professional developing using applications such as Kahoot, Remind, and Go-
Formative to create assessment environments online.

PD Opportunity 1

The school will use provided half days and full days for professional development to implement key
education strategies into collaborative lesson design and planning.

Facilitator

Jessica Feuerstein, Eddie Munoz, Amber Minarchick, and Kevin McInerny.

Participants

Whole teaching staff

Schedule

Weekly, from 9/1/2016 to 5/31/2017
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G2.B1.S4 IMplement professional development for HMH COllections and its HRW component. Teachers
are less familiar with the material.

PD Opportunity 1

Provide district led training in the use of Collections and its online components.

Facilitator

Amber Minarchick, working with district instructional coaches.

Participants

All English Teachers and Reading Teacher

Schedule

G2.B2 There is a lack of resources for projectors and projecting devices to help model metacognition in the
graduation release mode for ELA and Math.

G2.B2.S1 Purchase digi-pens and train teachers on their use.

PD Opportunity 1

Purchase digipens, projectors and devices and train identified ELA and math teachers in their use.

Facilitator

Amber Minarchick

Participants

ELA and Math Teachers.

Schedule

On 12/16/2016
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G3. Implement with fidelity, standards-based instruction supported by professional development, the use of
data to guide instruction, and collaborative planning practices.

G3.B1 Lack of Professional Development for teaching staff.

G3.B1.S1 Ensure that weekly collaborative planning sessions occur and are meaningful and purposeful.
Protect the time from interruptions and ensure that all teachers participate.

PD Opportunity 1

Teachers will participate in weekly collaborative planning sessions to develop common assessments,
lesson plans and activities and to review classroom based assessments data.

Facilitator

Bridgette Hargadine, Amber Minarchick, Jennifer Wick, Maureen Davis, Todd Hibbard, Bill Annis,
Joyce Woods.

Participants

Reading, Math, Science, Language Arts and Science teachers at all grade levels.

Schedule

Weekly, from 8/15/2016 to 6/2/2017

G3.B1.S2 Provide training in Thinking Maps to all teachers. New teachers will recieve Year One
Training. Returning teachers will receive Year Two training.

PD Opportunity 1

All teachers will be trainined in Thinking Maps on Feb 3 in a full day training.

Facilitator

James Dean, Thinking Maps , and a thinking maps trainer from the district.

Participants

All new teachers for Year One Training. All returning teachers for Year Two training,

Schedule

On 2/3/2017
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G3.B1.S3 Professional development for leadership team from ASCD and Model School Conferences
reviewing best practices for middle school.

PD Opportunity 1

Adminstrative team will attend ASCD Conference and Model Schools Conference. They will also
attend monthly meetings of leadership teams for professional development at the St. Lucie County
SChool Board.

Facilitator

ASCD, Model Schools, St. Lucie County School Board.

Participants

Administrative Team

Schedule

Monthly, from 8/15/2016 to 6/30/2017

G3.B3 Lack of teacher understanding of content limits, DOK, test item specs and the instructional sequence
calenders.

G3.B3.S2 The development of a strong MTSS system implemented with fidelity.

PD Opportunity 1

We will implement a strong model of MTSS with a focus on teacher effectiveness teaching content
limits, DOK levels, test item specs and instructional sequence calendars.

Facilitator

Amber Minarchick and Bridgette Hargadine

Participants

All departments

Schedule

Every 3 Weeks, from 8/15/2016 to 6/30/2017
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VI. Technical Assistance Items

Technical Assistance opportunities identified in the SIP as action steps to achieve the school's goals.

VII. Budget

1 G1.B4.S1.A1 Through professional development the entire staff will read, discuss and
implement strategies from Eric Jensen's Engaging with Poverty in Mind. $0.00

2 G1.B5.S1.A1

Using Title I funds, our teachers will develop before and after school
programs targeting the bottom quartile specifically, as well as access for all
children. The programs will target enrichment and remediation activities in:
ELA, Math, Science, Civics, Project Citizen and History Fair, and STEAM
activities to include integrated math/science experiences in STEM, and music
and math integrated experiences.

$0.00

3 G1.B5.S2.A1

Plan the club, set up a Gamers room, accepting donations for games in math,
reading, classical gaming and video gaming. The students will meet once a
week minimum, with tournaments planned to incentivize attendance further
throughout the year.

$0.00

4 G2.B1.S1.A1 Professional Development on ONe Note and One Drive $0.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2016-17

0391 - Southern Oaks
Middle School $0.00

5 G2.B1.S3.A1
The school will use provided half days and full days for professional
development to implement key education strategies into collaborative lesson
design and planning.

$0.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2016-17

0391 - Southern Oaks
Middle School $0.00

6 G2.B1.S4.A1 Provide district led training in the use of Collections and its online
components. $0.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2016-17

0391 - Southern Oaks
Middle School $0.00

7 G2.B2.S1.A1 Purchase digipens, projectors and devices and train identified ELA and math
teachers in their use. $0.00

8 G3.B1.S1.A1
Teachers will participate in weekly collaborative planning sessions to develop
common assessments, lesson plans and activities and to review classroom
based assessments data.

$8,500.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2016-17

District-Wide Title I, Part A $5,000.00

Notes: Substitutes for collabortive planning and data reviews

District-Wide Title I, Part A $3,500.00
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Notes: Professional journals and literature to build collaboration and planning skills

9 G3.B1.S2.A1 All teachers will be trainined in Thinking Maps on Feb 3 in a full day training. $0.00

10 G3.B1.S3.A1
Adminstrative team will attend ASCD Conference and Model Schools
Conference. They will also attend monthly meetings of leadership teams for
professional development at the St. Lucie County SChool Board.

$0.00

11 G3.B3.S2.A1
We will implement a strong model of MTSS with a focus on teacher
effectiveness teaching content limits, DOK levels, test item specs and
instructional sequence calendars.

$0.00

Function Object Budget Focus Funding
Source FTE 2016-17

0391 - Southern Oaks
Middle School $0.00

Total: $8,500.00
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